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NORTHEAST CONFERENCE WELCOME

Dear graduate-professional student leader,

The 2013 NAGPS Board of Directors would 
like to welcome you to this year’s regional 
conference at the Massachusetts Insitute of 
Technology. Our regional conferences are truly 
exciting events inspiring ideas and energy 
throughout each region. Ngan Diep, Brian 
Spatocco, and their team have done a fantastic 
job organizing the conference this year, and we 
hope you’ll enjoy the event! 

We’d also like to take a moment to highlight 
a few of the things your National Board is 
working on this year for you. Aside from 
focusing on making this year’s regional 
conference series as successful as possible, 
we’ve just completed our largest Advocacy 
Summit and Legislative Action Days ever! 
Moreover, we’ve been spending a great deal 
of time increasing our communications to 
our members so you have the information 
you need. We’re also in the midst of a major 

In service,

NAGPS Board of Directors

website redesign. Our hope is we’ve chosen 
a simple design that is easy to navigate and 
is a pleasure to use. As we get this rolling, we 
certainly would appreciate your feedback.

We also hope you will mark on your calendars 
the 27th Annual National Conference at 
Western Michigan University November 7-10, 
2013. Our goal is for this to be the largest 
National Conference we’ve ever held, and we 
will need your help to make this happen! Start 
thinking early about abstracts you wish to 
submit, and begin requesting funding from 
your University.

As always, we always welcome your feedback 
on how we’re doing. In addition, if you are 
interested in volunteering for a committee, or in 
some other regard, please feel free to reach out 
to any of us for more details! Again, welcome 
to the Northeast Regional Conference!
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NORTHEAST CONFERENCE WELCOME

Dear friends and colleagues,

On behalf of the Northeast Regional Board, I would like to welcome 
you to the 2013 NAGPS Northeast Regional Conference at MIT! As the 
graduate-professional student population increases and more recently, 
with the occurrence of sequestration, the topics being considered at this 
conference—advocacy and creative programming—continue to become 
relevant and more important.  

As the Northeast Regional Chair, my primary responsibilities are recruitment 
and regional conference programming, including the roundtables and 
concurrent sessions. I have to give most of the credit with the individuals 
responsible for each of these specific discussions. 

I would like to extend a special thank you to Brian Spatocco, who was 
instrumental in securing our keynote speaker, and the MIT Conference 
Committee, who were in charge of the very important task of organizing 
and executing the logistics of the conference. They and the rest of my team 
have each made highly significant contributions to the fine quality of this 
weekend’s program and the organization of the conference.

Sincerely,

Ngan Diep

Northeast Regional Chair

Cell: (714) 200-4390

NE
Northeast

Region

Photo courtesy of Buddy Michini
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NAVIGATING THE CAMPUS

[ MAP HERE ]

FINDING YOUR WAY AROUND
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AGENDA
Friday, March 15

  Conference Contacts:

  Ngan DIep  Brian Spatocco
  (714) 200-4390 (856) 904-6696  

4:45 PM  Welcome Address
  Building 34, Room TBD
  Ngan Diep, NAGPS Northeast Regional Chair
  Brian Spatocco, MIT GSC President
  Professor Eric Grimson, MIT Chancellor

5:30 PM  Campus and Dorm Tours
  Leaving from building 34-101

7:30 PM  Mixer (food and drinks) at the Thirsty Ear Pub

  235 Albany Street
  Cambridge, MA 02139
  (617) 258-9754

9:00 PM  Out on the Town in Cambridge!

Saturday, March 16
  
9:00 AM  Conference Registration/Breakfast
  Building 34, Room 401

9:00 AM  Introduction of NAGPS Northeast Regional Board
  Building 34, Room 401
  
9:30 AM  The State of Graduate and Professional Education in 2013
  Building 34, Room 401
  Jared Voskuhl, NAGPS President & CEO

10:00 AM Concurrent Session I: 
  Presidents’ Roundtable - “Leadership and the Art of Struggles”
  Led by Jared Voskuhl, President & CEO of NAGPS. Participants are asked to speak  
  candidly about their experiences and insights into leadership. Topics of discussion  
  include managing an effective board, leadership struggles, and leadership   
  development.

  Finance Roundtable, - “Where Does Your Money Go?”
  Led by Charles Cunningham Tuft University Graduate Student Council Treasurer.   
  Discussion of budgeting process, budget allocation, and executive compensation. 
  Please bring copies of your budget and the following pieces of data: 
  1. Amount of Student Activity Fee
  2. Amount of Student Activity Fee that goes to your GSC/GSO
  3. Number of Students represented by your GSC/GSO (Your constituency) 
  4. Total Annual Budget in Dollars
   

PROGRAMMING AND NETWORKING

NE
Northeast

Region
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  Marking-Communications Workshop - “Up Your Digital Game”
  There is no shortage of social media marketing tools these days, that’s for sure. But  
  despite the overwhelming number of tools out there, it’s still very difficult to find the  
  ones that will really deliver and reach your graduate population. What marketing  
  tools does your graduate organization use to reach its constituency and how   
  successful has it been? Participants should bring concrete examples of marketing  
  tools that are utilized at their graduate organization.

  International Concerns Roundtable - “Welcome to America?”
  Led by Alex Falevich, International Concerns Chair of Northeast NAGPS.  This table  
  will address the issues that international students face entering into and living in the  
  U.S. Information share during his roundtable will be collected and shared at the   
  national level to develop an NAGPS International Concerns Platform that NAGPS can  
  advocate in Washington D.C. during Legislative Action Days.
  
11:15 AM  Keynote Speaker
  Building 34, Room 101
  Mr. Greg Lukianoff, President and CEO of FIRE

12:15 PM  Lunch
  Building 34, Room 401

1:00 PM  Concurrent Session II: State/National Advocacy and Social Programming
  Building 34, Room 401

  Federal Advocacy: What It’s About and How We Do It  
  Brandon Milonovich, NAGS

  Advocating for Affordable Textbooks
  Nicole Allen, the Student PIRGs

  Being Positive@MIT: How we built a campaign to make MIT more positive for all  
  genders, sexual orientations, races, and cultures 
  Leyla Isik and Mitali Thakor, MIT

  Community Building - Bentley University and Greater Boston Area
  Can Ahtam, Bentley

  Creating social events that stimulate interaction and meaningful connections
  Marie Giron and Alex Guo, MIT

2:30 PM  Concurrent Session III: Local and University Advocacy and Academic Programming
  Building 34, Room 401
  
  Strengthening Advocacy Efforts by Building Institutional Memory 
  Aalap Dighep, MIT

  Data and Advocacy: Creating Support for Your Initiatives 
  Nathaniel Schafheimer and Randi Cabezas, MIT

  It Takes a Village

AGENDA
PROGRAMMING AND NETWORKING
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AGENDA
PROGRAMMING AND NETWORKING

  Rebecca Balebako, Carnegie Mellon University
  Establishing University-wide Student Organizations 
  Scott Chilton, Harvard University

  The More You Know, the More You Grow 
  Jenn Nguyen, Tufts University
  
  Academic Advisor Advisee Relationship Guidelines (AAARG): A work in progress 
  Michelle Ashley, Tufts University

  Focusing Academic and Professional Programming on Soft Skills Additional 
  Dimiter Ostrev and Pavitra Krishnaswamy, MIT

4:00  PM Coffee Break with Snacks

4:30  PM Business Meeting
  Building 34, Room 101
  Patrick Neary, NAGPS Director of Administration - Intro to Robert’s Rules
  Regional board elections & regional conference bidding

6:00 PM Return to hotel

7:00  PM Evening Reception
  Museum - Building E15, Lobby
  Best Presentation Award
  Closing Remarks

10:00 PM Out on the town Boston!
  

Sunday, March 17

9:00  AM New Regional Board Meeting
  MIT GSC Office - Building 50, Room 220  

12:00 PM Departure 

12:00 PM Optional: Celebrate St. Patrick’s Day with us in Boston!
  Meet in hotel lobby
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FIND US TO SAY HELLO

NORTHEAST REGIONAL BOARD

Ngan Diep
Northeast Regional Chair, Syracuse University

Ngan is a dual Masters candidate currently completing her degrees in Economics and International 
Relations at Maxwell School of Citizenship and Public Affairs, Syracuse University. Her academic 
interests focuses on international finance and economic developments in emerging markets. At 
Maxwell, Ngan has served as the Treasurer of International Relations Student Association (IRSA) 
and is currently a Senator in the university-wide Graduate Student Organization.

Christina Camayd

Vice-Chair, MIT

Cristina is completing a masters in Brain and Cognitive Science at MIT focused on Molecular and 
Cellular Neuroscience. This Miami native received her BA in Biology from The Honors College of 
Florida, where the miniscule student body still operates with a town hall government began in 
the sixties. She began her involvement in the graduate community by serving as her department 
representative on the Graduate Council. Currently, she serves as chair of the graduate orientation 
committee at MIT which coordinates the largest graduate orientation in the country consisting of 
more than thirty events ranging from fifty to a thousand students over the course of three weeks. 
Cristina has served on a number of committees chiefly focused on event planning. In her spare 
time she bartends at the graduate student run bar, the Thirsty Ear.

Brian Spatocco
Director of Regional Conference, MIT

Brian Spatocco is a fourth year PhD student in the Department of Materials Science and Engineer-
ing. Prior to MIT he received his B.S. in Materials Science Engineering from Rutgers University and 
his M.Phil. in Nanotechnology Enterprise from the University of Cambridge with the support of a 
Gates-Cambridge Scholarship and Tau Beta Pi National Record Fellowship. In addition to his cur-
rent position as President, Brian has served as Chair of the Housing and Community Affairs Com-
mittee (HCA) for two years, Chair of the Halls at Sidney-Pacific Graduate Residence, and Vice Chair 
of the Muddy Charles Board of Governors. Outside of MIT, he has served as a national advocate 
and lobbyist for higher education, an invited and keynote speaker at several student leadership 
conferences, and a residential leader both within MIT and in the local Cambridge neighborhood.

Alexander Falevich
International Student Concerns Chair, Syracuse University

Alexander Falevich is a second year Economics PhD student at Syracuse University. Born and 
raised in Minsk, Belarus, Alexander completed his undergraduate and master’s education in busi-
ness at Ball State University in Muncie, Indiana. He has been involved in economic research for sev-
eral years and has worked at Ball State Center for Business and Economic Research, Georgetown 
Center on Education and Workforce, and Center for Policy Research at Maxwell School of Syracuse 
University. His research interests are in urban, regional, and public economics. Alexander enjoys 
travelling and has visited 35 states during his 10 years in the United States.
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FIND US TO SAY HELLO

NORTHEAST REGIONAL BOARD

Melissa Kizina Motsch
Director of Outreach, Syracuse University

Melissa Kizina Motsch is a PhD student in the Composition and Cultural Rhetoric program at Syra-
cuse University. She received her master’s degree in English with a concentration in Folklore from 
the University of Louisiana at Lafayette and her BA in English with a minor in Sociology from The 
Ohio State University.

She was a representative for CCR on the senate of the Graduate Student Organization for two 
years, and was elected as a voting member in the University Senate during her second term in the 
GSO. In the 2011-2012 academic year, she served in the capacity of Recording Secretary on the 
Executive Board of the GSO, and she was elected President of this body for the 2012-2013 aca-
demic year. She serves as the Director of Outreach for the northeast region of NAGPS, and is also a 
founding member of the CCR Graduate Circle, a coalition to build community and solidarity among 
graduate students in that program.

Yuri Jadotte, MD
Social Justice Chair, University of Medicine and Dentistry of NJ

Yuri Jadotte is a resident physician who plans to specialize in Dermatology. He is currently a sec-
ond-year student in the Joint PhD program in Urban Systems at Rutgers University, New Jersey In-
stitute of Technology, and the University of Medicine and Dentistry of NJ (UMDNJ). He graduated 
summa cum laude from Montclair State University with a bachelor of science in molecular biology, 
and with honors from the New Jersey Medical School. Yuri’s research interests include the social 
determinants of health, the role of urbanization and urbanism in quality of life, particularly with re-
gards to skin diseases, and the impact of interprofessionalism on clinical outcomes. He works full-
time as an assistant professor, and enjoys teaching evidence-based practice and research method-
ologies to doctoral students. Yuri is also the Secretary of the Student Senate, Editor-in-Chief of the 
THE SCOPE newsletter, and Founding President of the Alpha Chi chapter of Alpha Epsilon Lambda 
at UMDNJ, as well as the Board Chairman of the New Jersey Haitian Student Association, Inc.

Jennifer Nguyen
Director of Communications, Tufts University

Jennifer Nguyen is currently at third year PhD candidate in the Molecular Biology program at Tufts 
University. She graduated cum laude with honors from Florida State University in 2010 and re-
ceived a Bachelors of Science in Biology. Jennifer is currently doing research to try to elucidate the 
mechanisms that lead to the triplet repeat expansions that cause neurodegenerative diseases such 
as Hungtinton’s. Her broader research goals are to understand how DNA replication and repair 
works. She is currently the social chair of the Biology Union of Graduate Students and the presi-
dent of the Graduate Student Council at Tufts University
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nagpsnational conference

The NAGPS National Conference is the premier opportunity to meet 
other graduate-professional student leaders, learn best practices for 
managing your graduate- professional organization, and develop as 
a leader.

Prepare now by saving the date on your calendar, requesting 
funding for travel to Kalamazoo, and beginning to assemble content 
for a presentation at the conference. If you have leadership lessons 
that you’ve learned as a leader at your institution, an idea for a 
productive discussion session, or any other topic relevant for other 
graduate and professional leaders, we invite you to share it at the 
national conference.

prepare now

National Association of Graduate-Professional Students

nagps.org

• mark your calendar 
for November 7–10, 
2013
• make sure other 
leaders from your 
organization
are planning to 
attend
• request funding 
for leaders from 
your organization to 
attend
• begin assembling 
content for 
presentations, 
discussions, and 
collaboration sessions 
at the conference

questions nagps.org/nationalconference
If you have any questions, 
contact office@nagps.org for 
more information

November 7–10, 2013
Western Michigan University
Kalamazoo, MI

November 7–10, 2013
nagpsnational conference

The NAGPS National Conference is the premier opportunity to meet 
other graduate-professional student leaders, learn best practices for 
managing your graduate- professional organization, and develop as 
a leader.

Prepare now by saving the date on your calendar, requesting 
funding for travel to Kalamazoo, and beginning to assemble content 
for a presentation at the conference. If you have leadership lessons 
that you’ve learned as a leader at your institution, an idea for a 
productive discussion session, or any other topic relevant for other 
graduate and professional leaders, we invite you to share it at the 
national conference.

prepare now

National Association of Graduate-Professional Students

nagps.org

• mark your calendar 
for November 7–10, 
2013
• make sure other 
leaders from your 
organization
are planning to 
attend
• request funding 
for leaders from 
your organization to 
attend
• begin assembling 
content for 
presentations, 
discussions, and 
collaboration sessions 
at the conference

questions nagps.org/nationalconference
If you have any questions, 
contact office@nagps.org for 
more information

November 7–10, 2013
Western Michigan University
Kalamazoo, MI

November 7–10, 2013
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FIND US TO SAY HELLO

MIT PLANNING TEAM
Marie Giron is a third year graduate student studying geochemistry, but her real passion 
lies in having fun and helping other students have fun!  She has loved her position as Ac-
tivities Committee Co-Chair in the Graduate Student Council, and it has taught me the 
value of working with a dedicated team.

Farrah Sabouni was born and raised in the sweet city of Sugar Land, Texas. She is current-
ly a second year graduate student pursuing a Master of Science in Architecture Studies 
and a Master in City Planning. Outside of the classroom, Farrah is actively involved in many 
different organizations at MIT and is currently the 2012-2013 Graduate Student Council’s 
Co-Orientation Chair.

Torin Clark is a PhD student in Aeronautics and Astronautics at MIT.  His research focuses 
on how astronaut’s perception and control of vehicle orientation is disrupted by altered 
gravity levels.  He enjoys skiing, playing intramural sports, camping, hiking, and the Muddy 
Charles Pub.

Bomy Lee Chung is a third year PhD student in the Department of Chemical Engineering 
at MIT. She received her Bachelor of Science with Highest Honors in Chemical and Bio-
molecular Engineering, from the Georgia Institute of Technology. She is currently an NSF 
graduate student fellow in the Langer Lab, working on developing and optimizing drug 
delivery methods for cardiovascular diseases. Outside of MIT, she likes to read, watch mov-
ies, and find new and quirky restaurants to eat in.

Alex Guo is a third year graduate student in Electrical Engineering (course 6, area 4) in-
terested in the reliability of GaN power electronic devices. Currently, she is studying the 
breakdown mechanism of GaN MOSFETs. Her involvement with the MIT GSC started in 
April 2011 when she volunteered to chair the Grad Gala committee, and she has been serv-
ing as the Activities Committee co-chair since April 2012.
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ADVOCACY AND CREATIVE PROGRAMMING

SESSION ABSTRACTS

Keynote Speaker
Greg Lukianoff is the president of the Foundation for 
Individual Rights in Education (FIRE) and has been 
with FIRE since 2001, when he was hired to be the 
organization’s first director of legal and public advo-
cacy. Greg is a member of the State Bar of Califor-
nia and the bar of the Supreme Court of the United 
States. Greg is the author of Unlearning Liberty: Cam-
pus Censorship and the End of American Debate and 
has published articles in The Washington Post, The 
New York Times, The New York Daily News, The Los 
Angeles Times, The Boston Globe, the New York Post, 
The Stanford Technology Law Review, The Chronicle 
of Higher Education, Reason, Congressional Quarter-
ly, The Daily Caller, The Charleston Law Review, and 
numerous other publications. He is a blogger for the 
Huffington Post and authored a chapter in Templeton 
Press’s anthology New Threats to Freedom, edited by 
Adam Bellow. Greg is a frequent guest on local and 
national syndicated radio programs, has represent-
ed FIRE on national television shows, including “CBS 
Evening News,” “The O’Reilly Factor,” “MSNBC’s Dr. 
Nancy,” “The Abrams Report,” “Hannity and Colmes,” 
“Stossel,” “Scarborough Country,” and “Buchanan and 
Press,” and has testified before the U.S. Senate about 
free speech issues on America’s campuses. In 2008 he 
became the first ever recipient of the Playboy Foun-
dation Freedom of Expression Award and in 2010 he 
received Ford Hall Forum’s Louis P. and Evelyn Smith 
First Amendment Award on behalf of FIRE.

Greg is a graduate of American University and of 
Stanford Law School, where he focused on First 

Amendment and constitutional law. Before joining FIRE, Greg practiced law in Northern California, interned 
at the ACLU of Northern California and the Organization for Aid to Refugees in Prague, Czech Republic, and 
was the development manager of the EnvironMentors Project in Washington, D.C. Greg, along with Harvey A. 
Silverglate and David French, is a co-author of FIRE’s Guide to Free Speech on Campus. Greg is also a proud 
member of the board of directors of Philadelphia’s Theatre Exile.

Concurrent Sessions:
Advocacy - Federal/State

Federal Advocacy: What it’s about and how we do it
Brandon Milonovich, NAGPS Vice President
Advocacy is hard. The issues are challenging and the process to get to solutions is intricate. As graduate 
students, the challenges are even greater as we try to be effective while also being full-time students. This 
session will briefly highlight what the big issues are now, where the wins have been lately, and the tools you 
need to make a difference. We’ll talk about the success of the recent NAGPS Advocacy Summit and Legis-
lative Action Days in Washington DC and provide perspectives for organizing advocacy efforts locally and 
nationally.
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SESSION ABSTRACTS
ADVOCACY AND CREATIVE PROGRAMMING

Advocating for Affordable Textbooks
Nicole Allen, Affordable Textbooks Advocate, the Student PIRGs
The rising cost of textbooks and other academic resources has sparked a growing movement for Open Edu-
cational Resources (OER) — teaching and learning materials distributed freely online under an open license.  
Similar to the Open Access movement for research, OER seeks to reduce costs, expand access and offer new 
models for publishing. From free online law textbooks to the University of Michigan’s open medical curric-
ulum, this session will provide an overview of OER, how it is relevant to graduate and professional students, 
and ways to get involved.

Advocacy - Local/University

Strengthening Advocacy Efforts by Building Institutional Memory
Aalap Dighep, MIT Graduate Student Council Vice President
Information is power. Particularly for advocacy efforts that span multiple years, maintaining informational 
continuity is critical. However, most graduate student governments have a relatively quick turnover (most 
teams serve tenures of about a year). This can jeopardize the efficiency of long-term advocacy efforts, if 
enough care is not given to building institutional memory for the organization.

In this workshop, we will use case studies at participating institutions as examples of best practices and 
common pitfalls to avoid. Some ideas that will be discussed include transition retreats and shadow periods 
for incoming teams, online information-capture tools like wikis and servers, advisory boards consisting of 
past members, etc.

Data and Advocacy: Creating Support for your Initiatives
Nathaniel Schafheimer and Randi Cabezas, MIT Graduate Student Council Housing & Community Affairs Co-
Chairs
The first thing students of science and engineering say when told a fantastic new theory is “show me the 
data;” administrators and student group leaders are no different. To solve problems and advocate for chang-
es in our graduate communities, student leaders need to be armed with persuasive arguments based on sol-
id numbers and analysis. We aren’t always able to gather all the data on every topic, but there are some ar-
eas, like our own graduate student populations, in which we should be absolute experts. In this presentation, 
we’ll talk about gathering data on your graduate population and the MANY advantages of having numbers 
on your side.freely online under an open license.  Similar to the Open Access movement for research, OER 
seeks to reduce costs, expand access and offer new models for publishing. From free online law textbooks to 
the University of Michigan’s open medical curriculum, this session will provide an overview of OER, how it is 
relevant to graduate and professional students, and ways to get involved.

It Takes a Village
Rebecca Balebako, Carnegie Mellon University Engineering and Public Policy Representative
“It takes a village to raise a child.” This proverb, popularized here by Hilary Clinton, indicates that an entire 
community has an impact on a child’s well being.  Let’s discuss the role that GSA could and should have 
in supporting parents and children in the university community.  Topics will include whether GSA should 
support or advocate for family leave policies for students, faculty, or staff (if they don’t exist).  I will briefly 
discuss my recent efforts at Carnegie Mellon to initiate a policy regarding family leave for graduate students. 
I will provide background about regulation and policies at the federal level and university level regarding 
family leave, but hope to have a broader discussion about whether and how GSA can support student-par-
ents. Outside of family leave and childcare support, what other kinds of support can be offered to graduate 
student parents?  Do the social norms in the university make graduate student parents feel invisible or mar-
ginalized?  If so, what can be done?  How can GSA incorporate parents and their children into social activi-
ties? I don’t have answers to these questions, and hope that this session can generate ideas.
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SESSION ABSTRACTS
ADVOCACY AND CREATIVE PROGRAMMING

Creative Programming (Social)

Being Positive @ MIT: How we built a campaign to make MIT more positive for all genders, sexual orienta-
tions, races, and cultures
Leyla Isik and MItali Thakor, Graduate Women at MIT Executive Co-Chairs
“How do you alienate people and create a hostile work environment?”
We are Graduate Women at MIT (GWAMIT), a student-led, institute-wide group with the goal of promoting 
the personal and professional development of MIT’s graduate women. In 2012 we launched the Positivity@
MIT initiative with the tongue-in-cheek question above, aimed at drawing attention to its reverse: “How to 
NOT offend people--and what to do if you see others doing it.” The goal of the campaign is to make the MIT 
community more inclusive of people of all races, genders, sexual orientations, and cultures. The campaign’s 
kickoff event included presentations from MIT General Counsel and Violence Prevention and Response on 
MIT harassment policies, appropriate workplace behavior, and active bystander strategies. The Positivity@
MIT campaign is continuing throughout the year in partnership with various campus offices such as the Om-
buds and LGBT@MIT.

Participants at this NAGPS workshop will learn how to design their own “Positivity@” campaign, by sharing 
their experiences and knowledge of their own institution’s policies and resources. Participants will also en-
gage in group dialogue on issues of discrimination, implicit bias, and harassment relevant to graduate stu-
dents and their communities.

Community Building - Bentley University and Greater Boston Area
Can Ahtam, Bentley Graduate Student Association President
Presentation will provide a brief overview of what GSA has accomplished on Fall 2012, is currently doing, and 
will plan to do during Spring 2013. The value-added Bentley GSA gained over the past semester has im-
proved the importance of GSA’s current standing for the overall university faculty and staff, both undergrad-
uate and graduate. Moreover, relevant data and evaluations will be provided that will support the improve-
ment Bentley GSA had over the recent Academic Year.
The events, partnerships, and new sister organizations will be presented in addition to the new networks 
with Bentley University faculty and staff such as Social Media, Marketing offices of Bentley, undergraduate 
organizations, and other universities.

Creating Social Events that Stimulate Interaction and Meaningful Connections
Marie Giron and Alex Guo, MIT Graduate Student Council Activities Committee Co-Chairs
Graduate school can be very stressful, and student organizations plan social events to help alleviate some 
of this stress.  These events often include providing large quantities of free food to attract attendance, but 
there is often no deeper purpose to the events.  Additionally, meaningful connections are rarely made be-
cause students usually go to these events with their friends with the intention of eating and leaving.

At MIT, we realized the importance of having events that encourage more interaction because we believe 
that making meaningful connections helps students to expand their existing social circles and have new per-
spectives.

We meet many of our friends in our labs or departments, and we do not often find opportunities to meet 
people outside this circle. This year, we started a new event series called “Friendsie Frenzy”, which takes the 
form of semi-programatic speed friending and engaging group activities. At each event, we have thirty to 
forty students from different departments/schools, and we run the event for two hours.  We have held three 
events so far, and all of them have been very successful.  We hope to share our experiences with our peer 
institutions and get input on how to move forward with these types of events.
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SESSION ABSTRACTS
ADVOCACY AND CREATIVE PROGRAMMING

Creative Programming (Academic/Professional)

Establishing University-wide Student Organizations
Scott Chilton, Harvard Graduate Council President
Harvard University is a very decentralized institution.  Each school generally determines aspects of student 
life for its respective students. Decentralization has some advantages for having experiences unique to 
each school. However, the architecture prevents a unified student experience and can create a couple spe-
cific challenges to student organizations, namely, duplication of groups and insufficient interest density as 
a barrier to formation.  Harvard is currently undergoing a phase in which various parts of the university are 
coming together to unify services and experiences.   Establishing student groups that exist at the Univer-
sity-level presents a number of challenges, including oversight and funding, and ways to incorporate these 
groups into the existing structures. Through work with the Deans of Students from the graduate and profes-
sional schools and the Provost’s Office, the Harvard Graduate Council has worked to create a pilot program 
for University-wide student groups.  The program serves to connect student groups that exist at individual 
schools, and to allow groups to form that could not exist on their own at individual schools.  This year the 
pilot program will be reviewed, and we are working to establish the program as full program.

The More You Know, the More You Grow
Jenn Nguyen, Tufts Graduate Student Council President
The Graduate School of Arts and Sciences at Tufts has been providing many workshops to the graduate 
students throughout the year that have ranged in topics from grant writing to conflict resolution to prepar-
ing for a job after graduating. These workshops provide an additional avenue for graduate students to learn 
skills that will help them develop both as individuals as well as professionals. We want to expand the content 
in these workshops to include other topics that are relevant and can be beneficial for graduate students such 
as life skills. We would like input on potential topics that can help guide us in shaping future workshops.

Academic Advisor Advisee Relationship Guidelines (AAARG): A work in progress
Michelle Ashley, Tufts Graduate Student Council Vice President
A timeless tale about the relationship shared between advisor and advisee. Sometimes the relationship is 
magical and while other times it’s not as pleasant. What drives this relationship one way or another? It is 
most likely due to a lack of communication between the two; expectations aren’t made clear and therefore 
are not properly met. We at Tufts are compiling a document that will clearly state the expectations that an 
optimal advisor advisee relationship should have. This document will discuss topics ranging from teaching 
commitments, research expectations, and professional development. This document can be the conversation 
starter for developing a better advisor advisee relationship.

Focusing Academic and Professional Programming on Soft Skills Additional
Dimiter Ostrev and Pavitra Krishnaswamy, MIT Graduate Student Council Academics, Research, & Careers 
Committee Co-chairs
This talk will discuss a series of new initiatives rolled out by our Academics Research and Careers Committee 
over the past year.  These include events to help learn about and choose career paths, a series of events on 
writing and communication skill development, poster receptions for creating substantial professional con-
nections with alumni, events on choosing an advisor and negotiating with your advisor once you have one, 
and events on managing the tasks and emotions related to thesis writing, graduation, and moving out into 
“the real world”.
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